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montage of images by Andrew Newton

Scuttling of the Canberra, Sunday 4 October
Many of us attempted to photograph the sinking, and either gave up because it
was delayed for so many hours, or because our lens and camera wasn’t up to the
job. Andrew persevered, and obtained the fantastic shots on the previous page
with his Nikon and a Sigma 500mm telephoto. Well done!

Annual General Meeting — Tuesday October 13
The formalities, explained on p4, will mercifully be brief, and we will soon be
getting into our real business — sharing Mac knowhow...

followed by review, re-run and repeat...
An open forum for members to raise any Mac questions or issues. There will be
ample time for questions and discussion and for you to learn new skills. We will
break into five groups — iTunes; iWork; iPhoto; iMovie; and Internet. You might
also like to bring along something you’re having trouble with, or something you’d
like to show off to a small group.

Tuesday September 8 — Macs, a personal perspective...
Christopher Willson’s beautifully presented slideshow gave members a standard
to aim at in using various pieces of software to collect and share family memories.
The images were beautiful, the presentation informative, and all of us went away
impressed with his achievements.
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2 new BMUG manuals — Mail with your Mac, the new edition, and
Security on your Mac
For years, we have been selling the original edition of Steve Cooper’s
highly detailed Mail manual, but now Steve has retired and no longer
offers the MacAssist service, we felt it appropriate to update this, the
oldest of all our publications. Surprisingly, we found many new details
and features to add, so even if you have an original copy, you will
benefit from the new edition.

Security on your Mac may sound dull,
but people tend to fall into two groups
— those who are anxious about security,
but do nothing constructive, and those
who are not anxious and so do nothing.
We recommend you actually master the various
issues, get security in perspective, and take
prudent steps to secure the information on your

Email
Steve...

computer. Buying this manual would definitely be
a step in the right direction!

Email Steve to reserve your copies...
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Notice of BMUG Annual General meeting
to be held on 13 October
Notice is hereby given of the Annual General Meeting of the Bellarine Mac User
Group Inc to be held at St. Peters Anglican Church Hall, Cnr Draper and Hodgson
Streets Ocean Grove 3226 on Tuesday the 13TH October 2009 at 4.00pm
Marg Boyles, Secretary

BMUG President’s Report 2008/09
Highlights
Funding:
1. ! Success in the 2008 Department of Families,
Housing, Community Services and Indigenous
Affairs Volunteer Grants Program followed a
concerted effort by Marnie, Don and Steve
working to a extremely tight deadline last
October. The $2400 grant allowed BMUG to buy 2
Samsung computer displays, a mobile broadband modem and a large
projection screen. By the time successful applicants were notified, the club
had moved to St Peter’s hall, a venue with its own large projection screen.
After checking the guidelines, that portion of the grant money was used to
replace the almost defunct club printer used for manuals and other various
BMUG needs.
!

The addition of those items to our existing inventory has left the club
exceptionally well endowed with equipment for workshops and/or large
group presentations. The extra two displays mean we can now hold four
small group workshops at once without anyone having to bring their
personal iMac along. Having our own modem has given us far greater
flexibility in meetings, and eliminated both our previous dependence on a
borrowed Telstra CountryWide modem (not always available), and the need
for someone to book, collect and return it. And the new printer has made
manual production and other printing far easier, faster and better quality.

2. ! Thanks to Steve’s hard work and commitment BMUG now boasts 16
excellent manuals which are constantly being reviewed and updated. Sales of
these manuals has been a significant source of club income and they are now
also being advertised in the AUSOM newsletter. Manual production involves
a great deal of work for one person, so if anyone is prepared to help with
printing and binding please contact Steve.
3.!

Our recent raffle of an Airport Extreme, won by Christopher Willson, raised
$180 for club funds.
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Digital Photography Day:
The morning of Saturday 4 April saw a happy band of intrepid BMUG members in
Queenscliff taking lots of photographs based on some/all of themes/topics listed on handouts. Fortuitously, the early rain stopped and then held off for the rest of the morning. The
weather was dull and overcast, but everyone had a great time nevertheless.
Participants then repaired to St Peter’s hall for a most convivial picnic lunch and wine or
whatever, followed by a most enjoyable afternoon where small groups worked to edit
images, select the best ones, and show them to everyone on the big screen. One or two
special days are being planned for the 2009/10 club year.
Membership:
At this stage we have 95 members, an increase of about ten members from last year.
New venue:
Our shift from Marcus Hill to Ocean Grove early in the year has been a great success. St
Peter’s hall is more convenient for more members, and the layout there suits BMUG
purposes well. The move also overcame some of the acoustic and heating problems
members experienced at our former venue.
Special Interest Groups (SIGs):
BMUG currently has three SIGs, with a fourth waiting in the wings. Green Apples meets
roughly fortnightly at Dick Brown’s home at Portarlington and covers a wide range of
topics for less confident members. Broader Horizons, convened by Don, meets monthly to
probe, challenge and discuss some of the more advanced aspects and possibilities of Macs.
A Beginners’ SIG, convened by Steve, is ready to go whenever the need arises. The
Photography SIG is temporarily in recess.
Marnie Haig-Muir
President

BMUG Annual Accounts
The accounts for the past year have been published in our September Newsletter
and although in a different form to previous years, I believe that they are self
explanatory. I have used the application MYOB on my computer.
Probably the highlight of the year was the Government Grant of $2400 which has
been spent mainly on the purchase of two more monitors. You will also notice that
$1686 representing subscriptions paid in the previous year have been brought
forward to the year’s income and similarly $1901 has been carried forward to the
2009/10 year. This reflects the fact that our Subscription Year and our Financial
Year do not co-incide. There will be a later motion to bring these into line.
I will move that the Annual Accounts for the year ending 30 June 2009 be
accepted.

Subscriptions
Your committee have looked at the subscriptions payable on 1st February 2010
and recommend a small increase in the Full Membership figure of $45 for the full
year and $30 for members joining after 30 June 2010. No change is recommended
for Remote Members whose subs will remain at $25 and $10. I will move that
these recommendations be adopted.
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Financial Year
As I mentioned earlier our Financial Year runs from July to June and our
subscriptions from February to January. The main problem here is that it
becomes difficult to prepare a budget so far ahead. For example, your committee
discussed the level of subscription at their September 2009 meeting and this has to
keep us afloat until February 2011 which is 17 months away.
It is therefore recommended that we alter our financial year to end on 31
December each year. To achieve this our current year will only run for 6 months
to 31 December 2009 with the next annual meeting held in March 2010. From
then on we will have a full 12 month year. The Committee makes the
recommendation rather than changing the timing of subscriptions which would
have entailed two separate payments or the payment of 1 1/2 subs early next year.
I will therefore move that:
The current financial year run for 6 months to 31st December 2009 and from then
onwards for twelve months. Annual meetings to be held in conjunction with our
March meeting each year.
James Strachan, Treasurer

AUSOM Raffle
Enter now for your
chance to win one
of FIVE prizes
Sponsored by

You will see from the advertisement at left
the brilliant prizes that AUSOM offers in its
Major Raffle. And we have been invited to
participate in the sale of tickets. The deal is
that 50% of our tickets sales is returned to
BMUG so that we also benefit in the
fundraiser, and we always hope that a prize

1st Prize

2nd Prize

MacBook
Pro 13"

OR
iMac 20"
(both worth $1999)

(Worth $600)
Apple Time Capsule 1 Tb
2 hours on-site service
(Melbourne or Sydney Metro
or ship) from Technicalities
$100 Gift voucher from
Computers Now
Kingston DataTraveler 100
USB 2.0 Flash drive 16 Gb
Bohemian Coding Fontcase
& DrawIt

3rd Prize

(Worth $450)
2 hours on-site service (Melbourne
Kingston DataTraveler 100 USB 2.0
or Sydney Metro or ship) from
Flash drive 32 Gb
Technicalities
Ultimate productivity Automator pack
JBL On Stage 200ID iPod speakers
of 170 Automator Actions
from DesignWyse
Bohemian Coding Fontcase & DrawIt

4th Prize

from

(Worth $305)
Kingston DataTraveler 100 USB 2.0
Global Delights Voila
Flash drive 16 Gb
Macworld Mac Basics magazine
Bohemian Coding Fontcase & DrawIt

DesignWyse

5th Prize

comes back our way as well.
We need your help — the more tickets we
sell, the more funds for BMUG!
We will be selling tickets for $5.00 each at the
October and November meetings. The raffle
will be drawn at the AUSOM December
meeting on 05/12/09, which BMUG
members are invited to attend.
Tickets may also be obtained from...
June Brown

(Worth $200)
Calidad 20sts 260 GSM 4x6 Photo
O’Reilly Snow Leopard: The Missing
super-glossy inkjet paper
Manual by David Pogue
Kingston DataTraveler 100 USB 2.0
Lightcrafts Aurora photo editing
Flash drive 16 Gb
software
Macworld Mac Basics magazine

Tickets only $5.00 each

Total Tickets: 4000

All entries by mail must reach us by 27 November and all entries close at 12:00 pm 5 December. The draw will be at MelbPC UG
at 3:00 pm 5 December 2009. Results will be published at www.ausom.net.au/raffle and printed in the February 2010 issue of
AUSOM News. For more information, visit www.ausom.net.au/raffle or phone 1300 360 813. Thank you for supporting AUSOM Inc.
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What do you do with your Mac?
A lifetime opportunity
My latest project using my Mac involved doing quite a lot of research using Safari,
taking footage with my video camera and finally making a short movie using
iMovie about the recent sinking of the HMAS Canberra. I filmed the ship at
North Geelong where she had been since June, 2008, then as she was being towed
to Port Phillip Heads on its way to the scuttling site off Ocean Grove Beach,
during the actual preparation at the scuttling site and of course - the grand finale the actual sinking. I was extremely pleased with the footage I had captured and
with the photos I had taken.

Although I am not a scuba diver, the proposed sinking of Canberra totally
captured my imagination. I began doing a lot of research on the processes being
carried out to prepare the Canberra as an artificial dive vessel. I signed myself up
to receive a regular Newsletter and emails from The Victorian Artificial Reef
Society (VARS) and this turned out to be the best thing I did as I received regular
updates about the progress and delays approaching scuttling day.
Sinking day, although rather drawn out due to delays caused by the weather and
technical problems was an exciting day. We invited sixteen friends to our home to
have breakfast before the scuttling but this progressed to lunch as well while we
waited for the big moment.
It was amazing to see this large ship sink so gracefully to its watery grave to begin
a new life as an artificial reef. I am sure it will provide so much pleasure to
enthusiastic scuba divers down the track.
Marg Boyles
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The Great MacHighway catastrophe of 2009
Hopefully, dear reader, you have been having a pleasant and productive month
playing with your Macintosh and getting fun out of other fulfilling pursuits.
Unfortunately, for untold numbers of clients around the world, a serious
computer malfunction in Denver, Colorado, has caused days or weeks of stress
and extra work.
MacHighway, formerly called Itsamac, is is a
very highly regarded website host company. In
other words, it provides an unimaginable
amount of hard drive capacity in server arrays
that it uses as a home for people’s websites.
Several club members’ personal websites, but above all the BMUG club website
live over there in the Rockies. When the server array failed, all the websites worldwide went down, and then the unimaginable also happened — their backup array
also failed instantly! For the club, this was indeed a catastrophe, as the email
system that keeps the club humming was now out of action.
I’m not going to go into the next few days in too much detail, but our Web
Managers Prue Paterson and Don Patrick put in many hours of work to set up an
alternative web host, to upload the site, and then set up all the new club email
addresses. And that wasn’t all! Each committee member also became involved,
spending more time than any of us like to remember changing settings, tearing
our hair, sending test emails, getting frustrated, kicking the cat, and so on. All is
now well, and life has moved on, thank goodness, but I wanted to share some
lessons that we should all consider...

TOP TIP — how to be self reliant — lessons for BMUG
members from the catastrophe
•!

If even an internationally renowned computer operator can have hard disk
crashes and backup problems, we all need to be very clear that we have
bomb-proof backups of our precious data;

•!

we all need comprehensive and accurate records of our log-ins and
passwords. If you needed to redo your Mail settings, or setup a new account,
do you know your Mail password and do you know all the settings? One
way to be sure is to keep screenshots from Mail Preferences showing the
settings for your account. If you don’t know how to do this, ask for a
demonstration at the next meeting;

•!

learn how to test your email account by sending and receiving emails.
Occasionally you can ‘send but not receive’, occasionally you can ‘receive but
not send’. Last week, we had examples of both problems!

•!

Sometimes, but very rarely, the problem can be with your ISP or domain
host, usually involving issues with what is called the ‘DNS’ or Domain Name
Server. You don’t need to know what this means, but these issues cannot be
remedied at your computer, only by the experts at the other end.
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BMUG Special Interest Groups
Broader Horizons SIG
September Meeting
The September meeting of the Broader Horizons special interest group
(SIG) took place at the home of Don Patrick in Barwon Heads.
We began with a look at many of the ‘what’s new’ facilities in Snow
Leopard and these were discussed and demonstrated at length. Whilst it
was felt that many of these new features may be somewhat cosmetic or
behind the scenes improvements, it was generally agreed that the most
important enhancement was the obvious speed hike most noticeable when
opening and closing files and applications and running processor critical
applications such as Photoshop.
The versatile Elgato EyeTV Hybrid was then shown and its exceptional
capabilities were outlined and explained. Personal TV watching habits were
also talked about and just how the device could assist users to not miss
programs due to external and unexpected factors was outlined. There
followed a detailed and fascinating discussion of the iPhone, iPhone apps.
and the fact that this wonderful piece of equipment is really much closer to
a microcomputer than it is to a mobile telephone. Refreshments, courtesy of
the host, were as usual a pleasant part of the proceedings.
The date of the October Broader Horizons meeting has been changed to
Sunday October 11th and a report will be included in the next newsletter.
The November meeting will take place on Sunday November 1st.
If you have an interest in the more advanced aspects of computer use,
by all means get in touch with Don on 5254 2650
Remote members are welcome to participate by email

Green Apple SIG
The Green Apples have met twice since the last Newsletter, both were lively and
enjoyable sessions and everyone went away with something new to explore in
their own time.

15th. September
Nine Granny Smiths turned up for this session — a Photoshop Demo.
In answer to a request from one of the group members we decided that I would
give a demo of the world of Photoshop. This is a huge undertaking, as Photoshop
is one of the true ‘Industry Standard’ programmes. So we ranged far and wide
touching on and looking at some of the vast choices that Photoshop offers in the
area of image manipulation. We also looked at its type handling, filters, layers,
selecting and several of the image enhancement options.
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This was a first flying visit and we hardly touched down in any one area for
longer than it took to give a brief flavour of the capabilities contained there. I feel
we may be looking again at Photoshop in the future.

29th. September
Eight Golden Delicious this time. — iDVD.
By popular request we had a third session looking at iDVD. This time we set out
to make up a DVD from family photographs with the aim of producing a DVD
that could be sent to family members to view on their TV’s or computers. We
started with the basic materials, the photographs, and looked at the various ways
of getting them into the computer, i.e. into iPhoto. We even considered using
cameras as the digitizing method as well as the more usual route of using
scanners. This prompted a digression into how to use a scanner. Then we moved
onto retouching the scans once they were in iPhoto and the pros and cons of
cropping and generally tidying up the ‘old pictures’. It is amazing how time flies
when this group gets it’s teeth into a topic, especially one that is as useful as this
is.
The next meeting is 20th October when the group has decided to return to the
basics of Mac use. Starting with the ‘On’ button we’ll look at how to do the basic
things that make using your Mac an even greater pleasure. There is always a good
reason to reinforce all those things that we should do, but often forget to or in
some cases forget how to, do.

If interested contact Dick at
foleymay@bigpond.net.au or ring 52591614

Thanks to a ‘five star’ member,
Andrew Ballard
How many of us fully understand the
contribution that Andrew Ballard has made
to the club over the years? Despite being engaged in demanding business
enterprises, his deep understanding of Mac issues has always been made
available when we need it.
In recent weeks, BMUG experienced a mini crisis, when our domain host in the
States failed, crashing our website (discussed further on p 8). Andrew
immediately proposed a solution to the problem involving migrating our website
to his servers. After many hours of all concerned, particularly by Prue, Don, and
Andrew, the website was eventually back in action, complete with committee
email addresses.
Over the years, Andrew has sponsored and supported our activities in many
ways, and we wish to thank him for his generous support.
Marnie Haig-Muir
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Members’ marketplace — for sale
Refurbished White Macbook with 13" screen, complete with Snow
Leopard OS

uced
Red
ll!!
to se

•!

2GHz Core 2 Duo processor

•!

1 GB memory

•!

Hard drive 160GB brand new!

•!

Screen bezel, keyboard,
trackpad and surround all
brand new, replaced last week
by Apple

•!

LCD screen recently replaced

•!

Battery recently replaced

Reduced to $900 for urgent sale, negotiable, and a larger hard drive
can be organised if required
Phone Steve on 5254 2576
Alloy bodied laptop:
•!

15 inch 867 MHz PowerPC (3.2)
running Leopard.

•!

1Mb L3 cache

•!

768 SDRAM

Price: $400 negotiable for an early
sale
(includes extra 1Gb RAM which can
be installed).
Phone: Marnie 5241 2780
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Members WANTED
We are always looking for new members. How about bringing a friend along?
And now that BMUG has a number of member benefits to offer even if people are
unable to actually attend meetings, we are getting more remote members, who
participate from remote locations. Do you have a Macintosh friend who lives
elsewhere, perhaps even interstate? We already have one member in Canada and
several interstate!
Encourage them to join and take advantage of the membership benefits listed
below. Note: the only member benefit not available to remote members is access to the
club library and attendance at meetings.

Member benefits:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

members get FREE website hosting!
members get privileged access to AUSOM FirstClass
‘Getting started’ manuals
access to our our growing club library
participation in our club MacPal program

and above all, members will quickly form their own informal network of nearby
Mac friends with whom they can exchange tips and expand their Mac horizons.

Troubleshooting help
Go to the
BMUG
forum...

BMUG exists to share Mac tips and skills. Should you have any troubleshooting
issues, we recommend you follow these steps, which incidentally are just as
available for remote members as for those who come to meetings:
1.

Do a Google search. It’s highly likely someone knows how to fix the problem

and has already posted a solution.
2. Consult the BMUG Downloads page of the club website. There you will find
numerous tutorials that will help you with common problems. You can also
download our Troubleshooting Guide, a very handy publication.
3. Buy the appropriate BMUG manual. Check out the title list on our website
and remember you can purchase them online by using PayPal.
4. Keep a complete file of BMUG newsletters. On many occasions, I go back and
search through newsletters until I find the appropriate ‘Top Tip’.
5. Post a question about your issue on the BMUG forum.
6. Sign up for a free BMUG MacPal by ringing Jürgen on 5255 4517. If you don’t
need a MacPal, but rather specific help, Jürgen will pass your query on.
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BMUG was founded to share computer knowledge and skills. We are a voluntary
collective, and together, we know much more than any of us know as
individuals. So how can we help when things are going wrong for you?

Email
Jürgen...

Ring Jürgen, our co-ordinator of MacPals, on 5255 4517
Whether you are a newcomer to Macs, or whether you are an old hand
experiencing problems you can’t deal with, ring Jürgen. He will assist in one of
several ways:
•

by quickly dealing with your issue;

•

or by enrolling you in our Beginner SIG;

•

by assigning you a free MacPal — a knowledgeable mentor who can visit
your home, help set up your Mac, and assist you from time to time via
phone or email. This program is one of BMUG’s most under-used assets,
and as a result of your reading this newsletter, we are hoping to have 10 or
more new members signed up with a MacPal by the end of the week;

•

or by passing your query on to one of our guru members with special skills
and abilities beyond those of mortal folk. They will soon have you up and
running again.
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Get to know the members of the BMUG Committee...

Marnie Haig-Muir,
President

Steve Craddock,
Vice President

James Strachan,
Treasurer

June Brown,
Librarian
David Dixon
Margaret Evans,
Hall & Equipment

Jürgen Gross,
MacPals
Prue Paterson,
Web Manager
Don Patrick,
Email Secretary

& Margaret Boyles,
Membership Sec.
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